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Captain noah
“A thoroughly remarkable children’s musical called Captain Noah ... was 
one of the best, wittiest, most tuneful, most meaningful shows for kids 
within this viewer’s memory ... Almost every tune is a delight ... To any 
other theatres out there, this is a show worth picking up.” (The Los Angeles 
Times review of Theatre Now’s production at the Century City Playhouse in Los Angeles.) 

“Appropriate for religious as well as secular groups ... an effective play for 
occasions like Earth Day.” (Plays for Children and Young Adults.)

“A truly delightful play, very well received in Houlton.” (Ann Barnes, artistic 
director, Houlton, Maine.)

Musical. Book by Hindi Brooks. Music and lyrics by Charles Feldman. 
Cast: 6m., 6w., extras. It has been produced with adult casts and with 
children playing all roles. Captain Noah is the story of the ark from the 
animals’ point of view. According to Leon the Lion, it was the animals 
that received word from above about the impending flood. Leon states God 
intended to rid the earth of all humans. But the animals needed someone 
to build and navigate an ark. They chose Noah and his family. There is 
nothing offensive to religious groups in the play, nor is it a violation of 
any of America’s freedom-of-religion laws or “church versus state” 
policies. It is, as the Los Angeles Times reviewer pointed out, “a thoroughly 
remarkable children’s musical” suitable for professional children’s theatres 
and for amateur and educational theatres to perform for children of any age. 
Opportunities are provided in the script for participation by children from 
the audience, if the producer so desires; they can help build the ark, and 
they can perform as some of the animals. A fun show for all groups. Simple 
set. The curtain may open on a bare stage with a backdrop representing 
a sky. The wheat field can be ground rows or profile pieces against the 
sky drop. The ark can be effectively built on stage to the delight of the 
audience. Part of the fun of producing a play like Captain Noah is deciding 
on the approach to costumes and props. Authentic Biblical apparel, modern 
clothing and cartoonlike symbolic costumes are some of the possibilities. 
Approximate running time: 60 to 75 minutes. Music score available. Demo/
accompaniment CD available. Code: CK3.
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*** NOTICE ***
The amateur and stock acting rights to this work are controlled exclusively by 
FAMILY PLAYS without whose permission in writing no performance of it may 
be given. Royalty must be paid every time a play is performed whether or not it is 
presented for profit and whether or not admission is charged. A play is performed 
any time it is acted before an audience. Current royalty rates, applications and re-
strictions may be found at our website www.FamilyPlays.com, or we may be con-
tacted by mail at: FAMILY PLAYS, 311 Washington St., Woodstock, IL 60098.

COPYRIGHT LAW GIVES THE AUTHOR OR THE AUTHOR’S AGENT THE 
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO MAKE COPIES. This law provides authors with a fair 
return for their creative efforts. Authors earn their living from the royalties they 
receive from book sales and from the performance of their work. Conscientious 
observance of copyright law is not only ethical, it encourages authors to continue 
their creative work. This work is fully protected by copyright. No alterations, de-
letions or substitutions may be made in the work without the prior written consent 
of the publisher. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any 
form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, 
videotape, film, or any information storage and retrieval system, without permis-
sion in writing from the publisher. It may not be performed either by professionals 
or amateurs without payment of royalty. All rights, including, but not limited to, 
the professional, motion picture, radio, television, videotape, foreign language, 
tabloid, recitation, lecturing, publication and reading, are reserved. 

© 1989 by 
HINDI BROOKS and CHARLES FELDMAN

Printed in the United States of America
All Rights Reserved
(CAPTAIN NOAH)

ISBN: 978-0-88680-317-9

For performance of any songs, music and recordings mentioned in this play which are in 
copyright, the permission of the copyright owners must be obtained or other songs and 
recordings in the public domain substituted.
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CAPTAIN NOAH 

Characters 

The Humans The Animals 
Story Teller Leon the Lion 
Noah Dora the Dove 
Ms. Noah Jake the Snake 
Shem Elinor the Elephant 
Ms. Shem Johnny Giraffe 
Ham Jeannie Giraffe 
Ms. Ham Richard the Raven 
Japheth Kitty the Cat 
Ms. Japheth Dick the Dog 
1st Man Karen the Cow 
1st Woman 
2nd Man The Animal Ballet 
2nd Woman (if used) 

Synopsis 

Prologue and Entr'Actes: On the apron 

Scene 1: In Noah's fields 

Scene 2: The ark, in Noah's fields 

Scene 3: The ark, on the high seas 

Scene 4: The ark, on a mountain top 

IMPORTANT BILLING AND CREDIT REQUIREMENTS
All producers of the play must give credit to the author(s) of the play in all pro-
grams distributed in connection with performances of the play and in all instances 
in which the title of the play appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing or 
otherwise exploiting the play and/or a production. The name of the author(s) must 
also appear on a separate line, on which no other name appears, immediately 
following the title, and must appear in size of type not less than fifty percent the 
size of the title type. Biographical information on the author(s), if included in the 
playbook, may be used in all programs. In all programs this notice must appear:

“Produced by special arrangement with 
Family Plays of Woodstock, Illinois”
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NOTES ON THE PLAY 

Captain Noah is the story of the Biblical Ark-from the ani
mals' point of view. 

According to Leon the Lion, president of B.E.A.S.T., it was the 
animals that received word from above about the impending flood. It 
was God's intention, Leon said, to rid the earth of all humans. But the 
animals needed someone to build the ark, to navigate it, and to provide 
food and other necessities for the 40-day cruise; they chose Noah and his 
family. 

The Los Angeles Times reported: "A thoroughly remarkable chil
dren's musical called 'Captain Noah' ... was one of the best, wittiest, 
most tuneful, most meaningful shows for kids within this viewer's 
memory ... Almost every tune is a delight . .. To any other theaters 
out there, this is a show worth picking up." (Times review of Theatre 
Now's production at the Century City Playhouse in Los Angeles) 

Commissioned and first produced by the Jewish Centers Associa
tion at the Westside Jewish Center in Los Angeles, Captain Noah 
has also been produced at California State University at Fullerton, La 
Mama (of Los Angeles), and three other Los Angeles playhouses plus 
theatres throughout the nation. 

There is nothing offensive to religious groups in the play, nor is it 
a violation of any of America's freedom-of-religion laws or "church vs. 
state" policies. It is, as the Times reviewer pointed out, "a thoroughly 
remarkable children's musical" suitable for professional children's the
atres and for amateur and educational theatres to perform for children of 
any age. 

Opportunities are provided for participation by children from the 
audience. They can help build the ark, and they can perform as some of 
the animals. 

Captain Noah is a fun show for everyone! 
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P r o l o g u •  
Bible-Story Teller 

Scene 1 

P R O D U C T I O N  N O T E S  

rroperttes 

Wooden rod. one or two kn ife-l ike s tones (the srckle)-Noah 
Lumber, wooden buckets-Ham and Japhe lh 
Hammers . saws,  other tools (ad lib)- Noah ,  son s , Story Teller,  Leon 
Portions of the ark-Noah and sons (optional-!oae "The Sen 

Scene 2 
Animal masks for audience members ( i f u sed)-Comminee, Story Teller 
Luggage (optiona l)-al l ark passengers 

Entr'Acte 2 
Umbrella-Story Teller 

Scene 3 
Sun-(see page 24) 

Scene 4 
Rainbow-(see page 32) 

Costumes 

35  

Part of the fun o f  producing a play l ike Captain Noah is deciding on the ap
proach to costumes and props . Authentic Biblical apparel , m odern clothing . a nd 
cartoon-like symbolic costumes are some of the possibilities .  E s senti al elements 
of the an imal costumes include : wings lor Do r a  and R i c h a r d ,  a n  elephanl's 
trunk for Elinor, and long necks lor the g l raHea. The long necks can be papier
mache head pieces on the actors . or puppets operated by actors who del iver the 
dialogue . II audience children are used an animals. they can be given animal bibs 
to wear or masks on a s lick to carry (lor safety , m asks must not l imit  therr 
visibil ity) . 

Ughts, Sound, and Special Effects 

Many options exist for l ighting this play , rang ing from no l ight  changes at al l .  
to indicating the time of  day, th e  weather, mood, etc .  Ughtnlng,  t h u n der,  and 
the 40-d ay-and·n lght·ralnatorm may be indicated by sound,  l igh ts , o r  both 
The rising aun alter the s torm sugge sts a combination of l ights and props . The 
cl imactic rainbow can be a light  d isp lay or a sky drop,  a projection , a prop, or 

actors can simply mime seeing the rainbow . 
The wave• when the ark is af loat can be a pleasing touch . Two or m ore sets 

of ground rows wil l  sulfica . For a better eHect the ground rows can alternately b" 
pul led back and lor1h by stagehands in the wings (or Kabuki -style stagehands o n  

stage ) . A stagewide blue cloth ly ing on the stage floor can be waved and u n 

dulated b y  stagehand s .  

The Set 

The curtain may open on a bare stage wllh o backdrop representing a sk}' 
Tho wheat field can be ground rows or profile pieces aga inst  the sky drop ThP. ark  
can be ef fectively b u i l t  on stage t o  the de hght  of  the audiP.nce . The author  r e -
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36 CAPTAIN NOAH 

ported : ·My favorite method is a framework brought on stage by actors . Styro
foam jigsaw-puzzle piece s ,  each about a loot square and painted to look l ike 
wood, are distributed to children from the audience. Each piece is numbered on 
the back so it can be put in the proper place . With the help of the actors the 
children lit the pieces onto the framework-and 'build the ark' . "  

Another production u s ed  a low f lat with a practical door and a t  least tw o  prac
tical portholes.  A removable ramp can lead up to the door. 
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CAPTAIN NOAH 

Prologue 

[The CURTAIN is closed. The STORY TEUER comes onto the 
apron, carrying a large, heavy, old book ... the Bible] 

STORY TELLER. Hi! Hello there! [Ad lib chatter with audience] 
Well, I know you didn't come here just to chat with me. You came to 
hear one of my stories, didn't you? . . .  Well, it's right here in this 
book. The Bible. It's very old, and this story has been told thousands of 
times, to thousands of kids, for thousands of years ... Really! ... It's 
the story of Noah and the Ark .. . I'll just find the right page ... Here 
it is .. . Ready, now? ... Once upon a time ... 

[STORY TEUER stops because of the NOISE of arguing 
VOICES suddenly coming from behind the curtain. (NOTE: This 
is a Committee meeting. We only hear it now-a jumble of an
gry, incoherent words with an occasional "Yes!" or "No!" coming 
through ... and LEON's voice overriding the others. Later, we'll 
see it--choreographed confusion, with Leon's head popping up 
until he's gotten his way] 

STORY TELLER. [To audience] Excuse me.[Goes to curtain, 
calls toward it] Please be quiet back there . .. I'm telling a story. [It 
grows quiet] Thank you.[Back to audience] Now, where were we? ... 
Oh, yes . . . Once upon a time, thousands of years ago, when there 
weren't very many people in the world ... [The NOISE starts again, 
this time even louder and angrier. STORY TEUER marches, upset 
now, to the curtain] Must you be so noisy back there? [To audience] 
They're acting like a bunch of animals.[To curtain] You're acting like 
a bunch of animals! [Suddenly a head pops out through the center of the 
curtain: LEON THE LION. STORY TEUER is shocked] Oh, my 
goodness! It is an animal! 

LEON. Excuse me. I'm sorry for all the noise.[To audience] Ex-
cuse me. I'm sorry. 

STORY TELLER. Well, you certainly should be. 
LEON. We're having a Committee meeting. 
STORY TELLER. Go right ahead and have it. Only keep it down, 

please. 
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2 CAPTAIN NOAH 

LEON. We will . Thank you. [To a udience] Thank you. [He pops 
back in , STORY TELLER returns to the audience] 

STORY TELLER. Now, I hope we can continue without any more 
interruptions . . .  Where was I? . . .  Oh, here . . .  Once upon a time . . .  

LEON. [Head popping out] Excuse me, please. 
STORY TELLER. What is it now? 
LEON. I hate to interrupt, but I wonder if we might see you back 

here for a moment 
STORY TELLER. I'm talking to my friends and it wouldn' t  be 

polite for me to leave them. 
LEON. But, this is very important . . .  In fact, it concerns your 

friends. 
STORY TELLER. Then you can tell me, in front of them. [To 

audience] Can' t  he? 
LEON. [Warily] They might not like it. It's not very flattering to 

them. 
STORY TELLER. Well, I'm certainly not going to discuss them 

behind their backs. I'm not that kind of person. 
LEON. Hmmm . . .  Let me see what the Committee has to say. 

[LEON pops back out. The Committee meeting NOISE (more subdued) 
starts again backstage. STORY TEUER goes back to the audience] 

STORY TELLER. I'm very sorry for all the interruptions. I had no 
idea this would happen. If you ' ll just be a little patient, we'll get back 
to the story very soon.  

LEON. [Coming all the way out onto the apron] The Committee 
says I can discuss it with you in front of them. 

STORY TELLER. Fine. Only do it quickly. I'm telling them 
about Noah and the Ark. 

LEON. That's the problem. 
STORY TELLER. You don't  want me to? 
LEON. Oh, we do. But we'd like you to tell our side of the story. 
STORY TELLER. [Shrugging confusion to the audience] Just 

whose side is . . .  "our" side? 
LEON. B-E-A-S-T. 
STORY TELLER. B-E-A-S-T? . .. Beast? 
LEON. [Proudly] The Bureau of Education for Animal Safe-ty. B

E-A-S-T. B - Bureau, E - A - Animal, S - Safe- T. Beast. 
I' m  Leon the Lion. I'm the president. 
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Prologue 3 

STORY TELLER. President? I thought the lion was the king of 

the animals. 
LEON. Oh, no, we're very democratic. 

Music No. 1: "BEAST" 

LEON. [Spoken in rhythmical beat:] I come before you as presi
dent of "Beast" "Beast"-B-E-A-S-T, 

"Beast"-The Bureau of Education for Animal Safe -"T." 

I represent the animals of the world, animals large, animals 

small, [sings:] 
Striped beasts, spotted beasts, short beasts, tall beasts, swim-

ming beasts, flying beasts, and animals that crawl. 

I represent them all, I represent them all. 
I am the president of "Beast." 

All of our diffrences have ceased. 
We used to be an aristocracy, 

But now are we a real democracy. [Half-spoken :] 

Where once I made the jungle ring, 

Proclaiming myself as king, [sings:] 

I find I'm the president and not the least bit hesitant 
At finding my powers so decreased, 

For I am the president of "BEAST." 
STORY TELLER. He is the president of BEAST. 
LEON. I am the president of "B" 

STORY TELLER. "E" 
LEON. "A" 

STORY TELLER. "S" 

BOTH. 'T' 

STORY TELLER. All right, tell your side. [To audience, cyni

cally:] I can't wait to hear this.[LEON leads STORY TELLER offstage 

with:] 
LEON. It's only logical. If God wanted to save the humans, He 

would have filled the ark with humans ... But He filled it with ani

mals ... and the humans were there only because we needed a crew. 

[And they are off The CURTAIN opens for:] 
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4 CAPTAIN NOAH 

Scene 1 

[Afield on Noah'sfarm. In the background, the wheat stands tall 
and ready for cutting. NOAH sits on a log, making a crude sickle 
out of wood and sharpened stones] 

Music No. 2: "NOAH'S THEME I" 

NOAH. [Sings:] On God's green earth where things grow free, 
A man has to try to be as good as he can be. 
He's got to be the kind who tries to use his mind 
To make things better and be a go-getter, 
And with God's help that's the kind I'll be. 
I'm Noah-farmer Noah-
People know me as Noah-Noah, the farmer man. 
On God's green earth where things grow free, 
A man has to try to be as good as he can be. 
He's  got to be the sort who always gives a thought 
To the troubles of his neighbor, and help him in his labor, 
And with God's help that' s the sort I'll be. 
I'm Noah-farmer Noah-
People know me as Noah-Noah, the farmer man. 

[MS. NOAH, irritated, enters, looking for Noah. He's so involved 
with work he doesn' t  see her. She stands over him for a moment, 
waiting. Finally:] 

MS . NOAH .. Well? 
NOAH. [Surprised] Oh, hello, wife. 
MS. NOAH. Oh, hello, wife! Is that all you have to say? 
NOAH. No [thinks] Uh . . .  how are you? 
MS. NOAH. Noah, I can't prepare a balanced meal without grains. 

Where 's the wheat? 
NOAH. All around you . . .  in the fields. 
MS. NOAH. I can see that. Why haven't you cut down yet? 
NOAH. I'm making this instrument. I call it a sickle. 
MS . NOAH. What does a shickle have to do with wheat? 
NOAH. Sickle. You see this sharp stone blade? It cuts wheat much 

faster than I can do it by hand. 
MS . NOAH. So why do the other farmers, who cut their wheat by 
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Scene 1 5 

hand, have it ground and baked into bread and sitting on the table, while 
you, with your stickle, sit here with your wheat still in the fields? ! 

NOAH. Sickle. 

Music No. 3: "SICKLE DUET" 

NOAH. [Sings:] When I have my sickle, I'll set the world on fire. 
I'll cut bales and bales of wheat and never never tire. 

MS. NOAH. I don't know why you think your spickle is so great. 
NOAH. Sickle. 
MS. NOAH. With me your stickle doesn't even rate. 
NOAH. Sickle! 
MS. NOAH. If there is anything I really, really hate 

It's a shickle! 
NOAH. Sickle! 
MS. NOAH. Shickle! 
NOAH. Sickle! 
BOTH.Oh! -
NOAH. When I have my sickle, I'll cut so much wheat, 

We'll have cakes and cookies-and lots of bread to eat. 
MS. NOAH. I don't know why you think your spickle is so great 
NOAH. Sickle. 
MS. NOAH. With me your stickle doesn't even rate. 
NOAH. Sickle! 
MS. NOAH. If there is anything I really, really hate 

It's a shickle! 
NOAH. Sickle! 
MS. NOAH. Shickle! 
NOAH. 
BOTH.Oh! -
NOAH. [Duet] 

When I have my sickle, 

I ' ll have so much to give. 

I'll help to make this tired old 
world a better place to 
live. 

Sickle! 

MS. NOAH . 
I don't know why you think your 

spickle is so great. 
With me your stickle doesn't even 

rate. 
And so I categorically state with me 

it doesn't carry any weight. 

NOAH. With my shickle! [Spoken:] Oh, you make me so angry, I 
don't know what I'm saying! 
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MS. NOAH. You said, "shickle"! 

NOAH. Sickle! 

MS. NOAH. Shickle 
NOAH. Sickle 
MS. NOAH. Shickle 
NOAH. 

MS. NOAH. 

CAPTAIN NOAH 

Sickle 

Shickle! 

NOAH. [Simultaneously] Sickle! 

MS. NOAH. You and your inventions! Put away that . . .  that 

spickle-
NOAH. Sickle. 
MS. NOAH. Whatever. Dinner is ready and everyone is waiting for 

you. [Flounces off, mumbling] He's going to open a bakery for the 
whole world, and I don't have a slice of bread for my dinner! 

NOAH. [Puts down the sickle, starts out, then gets an idea:] Aha! 
Now I see the trouble! 

[He sits down and starts working again. He's so involved, he 

doesn· t notice the group who enters and stands huddled together 

watching from across the stage. It's LEON and three other animals 
-the Committee: JAKE THE SNAKE, DORA THE DOVE, and 

ELINOR THE ELEPHANT. They whisper to each other:] 

JAKE. Are you sure he's the one? 

LEON. He's the only one who makes things and builds things. 
ELINOR. I don't like a human getting in on our plans. 

DORA. Humans always mess things up. 
LEON. Not this one. He's different. Besides, we're not letting him 

in. We're just hiring him ... without a contract. He can be fired any 
time he gets out of hand. 

JAKE. Well, in that case ... 
DORA. If you really think it's all right ... 
ELINOR. Go ahead and ask him. [LEON starts, tentatively toward 

Noah, then comes back] 

LEON. Come with me. 
ELINOR. You're the president, it's your job. 

JAKE. I don't want to get too near. Humans are so snakey-er, 
sneaky. 

LEON. Well ... all right ... [LEON approaches Noah. The other 
animals, huddled together, come just a step closer. NOAH still doesn't 
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Scene 1 7 

notice them. Finally, LEON clears his throat softly (a low ROAR). No 

reaction. LEON looks back to the COMM/1TEE; they wave him on. 
LEON ROARS again, a bit louder. No reaction] 

JAKE. And he calls himself a lion. [At that, LEON really lets out 
a loud ROAR, making NOAH jump to his feet. At last, he sees them] 

NOAH. Oh ... uh ... how do you do? 
LEON. How do you do? . . .  Uh . . . [Looks to COMMITTEE; 

they wave him on] My name is Leon the Lion. 
NOAH. I'm Noah ... the human. [They shake hands] 
LEON. I ... uh ... I want to discuss a little business deal with 

you ... on behalf of my organization. 
NOAH. I see. Is this your organization? 
LEON. That's my Committee. [JAKE wriggles in answer, ELI

NOR waves her trunk, and DORA flutters a shy wing, as:] 
DORA. Coooo ... 
LEON. Well, don'tjust stand there. Introduce yourselves. 

Music No. 3: "THE COMMITTEE" 

ALL. [Spoken] We're the Committee ... 
[Sung] The Com, Com, Com, Com, Com, Com, Com, 

Com, Com, Com, Com, Committee! 
We're the Committee; we're the Committee; 
We're clever, intelligent, and witty. 
It's really quite a pity that we aren't also pretty, 
But for a Committee we're pretty okay. 

LEON. [Spoken:] Allow me to introduce one of our ... 
JAKE. [Interrupting, singing:] I'm Jake the Snake. I slither and 

shake. 
I slide on my belly until I ache. 
My job is to keep a watchful eye on the guys who lie, or try 

to spy. 
I'm kind of the animal F. B. I. 
I'll stay awake to find a fake, and that's the reason why, 

ALL. He's on the Committee, on the Committee, 
We're clever, intelligent, and witty. 
It's really quite a pity that we aren't also pretty, 
But for a Committee we're pretty okay. 

DORA. I'm a dove named Dora, an adorable dove. 
When they want to mare-a I fly up above. 
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8 CAPTAIN NOAH 

With a flap of my wings I find out many things: 
Flapping my wings about many things 
I find out. I'm the scout. 
Never doubt I'm the scout! 

ALL. Of the Committee, of the Committee, 
We're clever, intelligent, and witty. 
It's really quite a pity that we aren't also pretty, 
But for a Committee we're pretty okay. 

ELINOR. I'm Elinor the E lephant. I'm elegant and eloquent. 
And when it comes to memory, that's when I'm in my ele-

ment. 
I never forget. I never forget. 
The things that happen in November I remember in December, 
For I never forget. I never forget-1 never forget anything ex-

cept- [tries to remember] 
ALL. What? 
ELINOR. The things I'm supposed to remember! 

[Spoken:] So naturally I'm the secretary ... 
ALL. Of the Committee; we're the Committee; 

We're clever, intelligent, and witty. 
It's really quite a pity that we aren't also pretty, 
But for a Committee we're pretty-we're pretty-we're pretty 

okay! 
LEON. We represent all the animals and birds in the world. 
NOAH. And what is the business you want to discuss with me? 
LEON. Well, we've heard about you, Noah. You're a human with 

good ideas. You build things. You're sort of a do-it-yourself human. 
NOAH. I guess you might say that. 
LEON. And I ... we . .. the Committee, that is ... We'd like to 

hire you to build something for us. 
DORA. An ark. 
NOAH. Anark? What's anark? 
JAKE. Not anark! An ark! 
DORA. A boat 
ELINOR. A great big boat. 
JAKE. You might even call it a yacht. 
LEON. But we call it an ark. 
JAKE. So, will you build it or not? 
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Scene 1 9 

NOAH. I can't leave the farm right now. I have crops ready for har-
vesting. 

her] 

DORA. Oh, you don't have to leave. 
LEON. We want you to build it right here. 
NOAH. Here? 
COMMITrEE. Here. 
NOAH. But there's no water for miles and miles. 
ELINOR. There will be. [The rest of the COMMIITEE shushes 

JAKE. Elinor, you forgot! 
DORA. We weren't going to tell. 
ELINOR. [Haughtily] Elephants never forget! . . .  Hardly. 
LEON. So what do you say, Noah? Will you take the job? 
NOAH. I'm afraid I couldn't build anything unless I knew why. 
JAKE. [To Elinor] See what you started? 
DORA. Jake, Elinor, let's not quarrel. I think it would be all right 

to tell Noah. He looks honest ... for a human, that is. 
LEON. Well ... Excuse me, Noah. We have to have a Committee 

meeting. [LEON gathers his COMMIITEE into a huddle for a meeting 
(see NOTE on p. 1 ). Then they move to Noah. secretively. LEON 
whispers] All right, we'll tell you. 

JAKE. [Sotto voce, to Leon] No more than you have to. 
LEON. We need the ark because there's going to be a big, long, 

heavy rainstorm . . .  very soon. 
NOAH. How do you know? 
COMMITfEE. We know. 
JAKE. I can tell. Whenever it's going to rain, I just uncurl and I 

can't do a thing about it. 
ELINOR. I can tell. I can sniff it when I raise my trunk, and I can 

hear it when I flap my ears. 
DORA. I can tell. The minute I fly a little too high, my wings 

all iced up. 
NOAH. Well, we could use a little rain. It's good for the crops. 
COMMITfEE. A little rain!? 
LEON. It's going to rain for forty days! 
JAKE. And forty nights! 
DORA. And there's going to be a flood! 
NOAH. No, it never floods around here. 
ELINOR. It will now. Because you humans behave so badly, God 
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10 CAPTAIN NOAH 

wants to get rid of you, and start all over again with the animals. We've 
been very good. 

JAKE. And some of us talk too much. [He slithers toward Elinor, 
menacingly. DORA steps between them to break it up, as:] 

NOAH. You mean, we're going to drown? 
LEON. Everyone who isn't on the ark. 
NOAH. Without any warning? 
JAKE. You've been warned. You just wouldn't listen. 
DORA. You're getting seven more days. 
LEON. That's when the flood will start. In seven days. So we have 

to get a move on. Now, do you want the job or don't you? 
NOAH. Well, now ... I never built an ark before. 
JAKE. I told you he wouldn't do it. 
NOAH. Let's figure out exactly what we'd need. 

Music No. 5: "THE ARK SONG 

COMMITIEE. We need an ark. We need an ark. We need an ark. 
We need an ark. 

NOAH. What do you need for a trip of forty days and nights? 
Plenty of food and drink! 

LEON. Stormy weather will probably take away our appetites! 
NOAH. But we're still gonna eat, I think. 
ALL. We'll need peas and cheese and different kinds of teas, and 

loads and loads of parsnip. 
For ewes, and gnus, and-

NOAH. "Jumpin' It's gotta be a big ship! 
Three hundred cubits long and fifty cubits wide, I guess. 
And it's gotta be at least three stories high. 

ELINOR. [Interrupting; speaking] But what's a cubit? 
NOAH. Well, a cubit is the length of my arm from my fingertips 

to my elbow ... so three hundred cubits by fifty by thirty . . . [checks 
his arm] that's a pretty big ark. 

I told you he wouldn't do it. 
NOAH. How many windows? 
LEON. Why do we need windows? 
NOAH. To look out and see when the storm has stopped. 
LEON. Of course. I'm glad I thought of that. 
NOAH. And there has to be a door. 
COMMITIEE. A door? What for? 
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